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DOVICO Timesheet is an easy-to-use project time and cost
savings solution. This software improves overall business
efficiency and gives you complete control of project
budget vs. actual information with real-time reporting.

DOVICO Timesheet

Project Time & Expense Tracking Made Simple
Success is attained through constant improvement. Part of this goal is reached by
understanding exactly how employees spend their time and what expenditures are
made each and every day. Budgets and estimates are only useful if you actually
stick to them. To achieve this, you need to track every hour in real time. Our
software has been tested and proven by thousands of companies like McAfee, Inc,
Merrill Corporation and Sisters of Mercy Health System. Whether you are currently
a leader in your field or on your way to becoming one, DOVICO Timesheet™ helps
increase your profits.

"I would like to say thanks to DOVICO for offering such
a wonderful product that has provided an easy way for
end users to log time, but has also lead to savings estimated
around 20k per year.
Jeremy F. Merrill Corporation

Adopted by Employees

Critical for Managers

Employees need access to information in real time
to make informed decisions and optimize
productivity. This can be attained by incorporating
our software in their daily routine. DOVICO ensures
fast access to data and integrates to popular
software like Microsoft Project® and QuickBooks®

Managers need to have a clear understanding of
their employees’ activities and insight into how their
projects are coming along. DOVICO provides
powerful project time and costing software so your
managers can be confident that their teams are
producing at full capacity. Seeking to improve the
bottom line, managers are required to aim for leaner
and smarter operations, and with over 135 different
customizable time and cost management reports
you will see results.

Trusted by Executives
Executives need accurate information so they can
evaluate their company's past performance and
prepare for the future. They want to answer critical
business questions quickly without having to sift
through reams of data. With DOVICO’s powerful
analytics, executives will finally possess the
real-time information they need.

Project time tracking and job costing
Time and expense entry for billing
Time management metrics
Time, costs and expenses reports

DOVICO Timesheet

Whether you are managing projects or not, DOVICO Software is the ideal solution to
improve your project leadership, while gathering timesheets and staying on top of expenses

Project Time & Expense Tracking Made Simple

more efficiently. Our software contains many powerful and useful features that are specifically
designed – through feedback from customers like yourself – to contribute to corporate success.

Features

Reasons to Buy

Project Alerts: receive notices via e-mail when
targets for time or costs have been reached

Monitor actual project costs vs. estimated costs
Base business decisions on analysis
of actual time & costs metrics

Time Lockout: specify a lockout date after which no
time can be entered or submitted

Reduce time to create project estimates
and proposals based on historical data

Supports billable, non-billable,
overtime, flextime

Accurately collect and consolidate timesheets
& expense sheets

Alternate Approvals: automatically sends e-mails to
the alternate approving managers

Automatically receive timesheets when they are
due, and eliminate the ‘wait time’

Automated reporting, e-mail notifications, job
assignments
Over 135 reports (Letter and A4)

Determine which activities are profitable
for better project and time management

Itemized security permissions,
full audit trail, limited access security

Quick to implement

Time entry for offline and offsite employees

$10 per month

Enter expenses for miles, kilometers,
or any rate-based expense

per license

60 Day Money-Back Guarantee

Integration: Microsoft® Project, Microsoft® Project
Server, Intuit QuickBooks®

FREE 30-DAY TRIAL

Free online training videos

www.DOVICO.com

Serving successful companies in over 72 countries
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